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ABSTRACT

The high costs associated with a human diver working at ocean depths greatez

than 100m makes the use of remotely controlled visual inspection and manipulation

attractive. However, long coaxial cables from the surface to the remote tele-

operator cause additional difficulties. Therefore, sound communication without

a tether is desireable. This form of telemetry, however, poses severe bandwidth

restrictions so that its use for image transmission is in question.

The product of Frame Rate (F) in frames per second, Resolution (R) in total

pixels and grayscale in bits (G) equals the transmission b_ud rate in bits per

second. Thus for a fixed channel capacity there are tradeoffs between F, R and

G in the actual sampling of the picture for a particular manual control task -
in the present case remote undersea manipulation. A manipulator was used in the

MASTER/SI_VE mode to study these tradeoffs. Images were systematically degraded

from 28 frames per second, 128 x 128 pixels and 16 levels (4 bits) grayscale,

with various FRG combinations constructed from a real-time digitized (charge-
injection) video camera. 1

When subjects first saw the _ideo pictures with which they had to perform i

remote manipulation tasks, they refused to believe that they could succeed. Much

to their surprise, h_wever, they discovered that they were able to perform with

a considerably degraded picture. It was found that frame rate, resolution and

grayscale could be indepe 'dently reduced without preventing the operator from
accomplishing his/her task. Threshold points were found beyond which degradation

would prevent any successful performauce. It was observed that frame rate and

grayscale could be degraded considerably more than resolution before teleoperation

became impossible.

Isoperformance curves (curves of constant performance) were found for two

subjects for various _mbinations of frame rate, resolution, _nd grayscale.

These results _ere found to correlate closely with isotransmission curves (curves

alon_ which the information transmission care is the same).

A general conclusion is that a well trained opecator can perform familiar

remote manipulator tasks with a considerably degrad,;d picture, down to 50 K bits/
sec, well below the several m bits/sec (5 _glz) normllly used for broadcast video.

INTRODOCTION

Loss of life and costs appr--chlng $5000 per working hour for d_ep ocean

diving to do inspection and manipulation (as part of oil, gas, mineral an_ military

operations) have motivated the development of remotely controlled vehicles having

sensors and manipulator_. Usually the operator observes through closed circuit

video. (Sonic imaging is under development to provide a TV-like picture when

water is too turbid for a video camera to work). Normally a high band-width
coaxial cable is used as a communication link. However, such a cable can be

extremely heavy for the submersible to drag around and can easily get caught in

platform structure, rocks, etc.
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Acoustic telemetry is an attractive alternative which avoids cable

entanglement - at least for the lower portion of the signal path. Even though

attenuation of sound in water is proportional to the fourth power of dlstanue,

several KHz for up to one Km distance are reasonable goals to send video pictures.

The problem is: what kind of "real-time" image can be sent over a severely band-
limited channel? More specifically, what are the best tradeoffs between frame

rate, resolution and grayscale for an operator performing master-slavc remote\

manipulation tasks?

SIMULATION OF UNDERSEA VIDEO IMAGING

Consider a remotely controlled submersible (teleoperator) with a video camera
mounted on it, Figure i. The bottleneck in this system is the infor=mtion trans-

mission capability from teleoperator to ship (or human controller).
5

- A transmission channel of K blts/s:econd could have

F frames per second

R = £ X £ plxels/frame resolution

X,

G bits of grayscale/plxel = log 2 (number of intensity levels) per pixel ?

Thus, the information transmission rate is

F frames pixels bits bits
sec x (£ x £) frame x G pixe----_= K _sec

Normal broadcast television has

%,

f = 30 frames/=ec

£ x £ = 512 x 512 plxels/frame

assume b = 4 bits of gray

This means that normal broadcast television requires upwards of 30,000,000

bits/second. Curren_ acoustic technology makes it possible to transmit from ..
-- 30,000 blts/second in the shorter ranges to 3,000 bits/second for longer distances,

up to 1 Km. It is, therefore, imperative for operators to learn to perform with

"_ coarse, slow pictures. Given the restricted bandwidth of operation, there mus_

be compromises between the various features contributing to makLng up picture

quality.

Common sense dictates Chat for some aspects of telemanipulation, framerate

is most importan_ while grayvcale and _esolutlon are not (e.z moving a known :

object of good contrast while for other aspects high resolution with some Bray-
scale is esse_[lal but frameraLe i_ not (e.g. identifying a fixed object). The

- lltera_ure provides llttle2on this, although a recent literature review by Cole
and Kishlmoto was helpful.
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An experimental system called FRAG was developed Lo allow the experimenter i

to set the frame rate, resolution and grayscale of the video image. The system

was a combination of commerlcally available components and special purpose _or

home built) hardware.

The system used a General Electr_c TW2200 charge-injection camera. It

contained not only the 16,384 plxels of the 128 x 128 camera, but all of the

circuit logic necessary to perform a sequential raster scan and to generate
• synchronization signals. The CID arrays were fabricated as a silicon P.MOS

device similar in many respects to some microprocessor and memory arrays.

The General Electric PN 2110 automation interface included analog or

8-bit digitized or thresholdedblnary video, power-cloth slgnale, TTL _ignal

level buffering _nd con_erslon and analog sweeps for C_£ display presentation.

Variable framerate

' FRAG was designed to continuously scan 28 frames/see regardless of the

selected sampling period since a slower speed integrated noise and saturated

the picture. If the selected sampling speed was 28 frames/second then each

frame could be displayed as it was sampled. For slower speeds, however, it

was necessary to store frames in R_M and display each frame more than once.

Thus, for a frame rate of 14 frames/see, each frame would be displayed twice,
and so on.

Variable Resolution

The CE _nt_rface had two registers of 128--x and y, corresponding to the

horizontal and vertical scans. FP_.C modJfled the counts from the _ and y regis-
ters to result in the desiLcd resolution.

Since the function of FRAG ,#as to simulate as accurately as possible the
effects of a low resolution picture transmission, it was decided to adopt a

simple sampling scheme where every Nth plxel in both x and y was repeated N

times. Thus, in Figure 2, a, b, c, and d would all be represented by A. This

procedure required little real-time processing, and could be accomplished at

fairly high speeds.

Grayscale

Four switches on FRAG produced 16, 8, 4, or 2 levels of gray by adjusting

the coarseuess of the digltal-to-analog converters.

Example of tradeoffs

Using a cover _,icture of Life magazine, various combinations of resolution

anu _rayscale are showu in Figure 3. For obvious reasons, frame rate cannot be
sho_ in this manner.

= Rangps of video adlustment

The FRAC system had the following _anges of operation:

Frame Rate: 0.109 to 28 frames/sec
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. Resolutlon: (8 x 8) to (128 x 128) plxels

Grayscale: 16 (at 2 levels) to 4 bits (16 levels)

Note that these were merely the available settings and were not necessar'Lly

usable by a human operator.

a

EXPERIMENT
\+

Experimental Confl_urat_on

The teleoperator _yst=m including FRAG was set up as in Figure 4.

A modified Argonne E2 master-slave manipulator was used. It was attache@

to an l_terdata computer which initialized the manipulator arms. This arm could

move in all six degrees of freedom plus grasp. Although the manlpulatcr was

equipped with force-reflectlon, this feature was disabled so that the operator's

only feedback came through the visual charnel.

Experimental Tasks

The time re_dlred to omplete a _ask under manual teleoperator control

was expected to increase wiuh the complexity of the task. The de_erloration _f

the picture being used was expected to further increase the task completion
time.

Tasks weze selected to test manipulator performance Oased on the followirg
criteria:

(1) task be representative of undersea manipulation. Such tasks include
assessing damage, bolting/unboltlng, connecting hoses, lifting objects,

openlng/closing valves, and reaching into confined spaces.

(ll) task performance be sensltive to requ_ed task accuracy.

In view of these criteria two tasks were designed for t_Leteleoperatot

equipment

TAKE-OFF-NUT TASK (TON)

This task required the o[_rator t locate a nut on a _ub and then unscrew ic.

It was important not to dro_ the nut a_Ler removing it. rhe general meth,Jd used

by the subject was to grasp the nut, rum 180°, pull back to te_t if the nut was

off, and if not release the grasp, reverse 180 °,regra_p and repeat the operation.
This task was r_nresentative of various "useful task_" according to criteria (i).

OBJECT PLACE}_NT TASK (123)

In accordance with criterion (_:) w_ chose a task which required fine posi-

tioning movements: to pick up a cor_ and place it s_quentlally in a preset se-

quence cf three square areas on the 'aLle. Random ]-2-3 ordecin_s were created
so as to ensure the task being "closed irop", that is, Lo make visual feedback

essential in moving between the three gt_,_n squares in different trajectories.
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Sound Feedback

Preliminary experiments showed that subjects made considerable use of

sound feedback. For example, the sound of the manipulator colliding with the

task hub became a valuable tool to determine position. In an ocean environment,

such feedback probably would not be available. Accordingly, the lab airconditioner
was turned on full to mask such feedback from the task.

Experimental subjects and their trainin_

Two subjects were u_ed as "manipulator operators, both students in engilleering.

It was decided to compromise in the direction of well-tralned subjects rather than

use more subjects who were less well trained.

Afte" gaining familiarity with the (force-reflecting) manipulator, force

feedback as removed and the subjects were asked to do the TON task with direct

vision. After some practice, the subjects were asked to perform the same task

,sing a good (conventional) video picture. Finally, after the subjects were

comfortable with this, the FRAG system and its accompanying degraded quality

digitized picture wa _ used instead of the conventional high quality video picture.

To insure that the subjects made dellnite progress during the training

sessions, their performance was continuou.. _nitored. The subjects had the best

possible picture from the digitizer during e_- _ period. Figure 5 shows the
learning curves for both subjects.

At the end of i0 intensive hours wit_ FRAG, the two subjects' learning

curves leveled in comparable fashion and the subjects were considered trained.

The learning data were obtained on the basis of i0 trials for each data point

value for each subject.

Experimental Pru_ocol

The experiments were ordered so that two of the three variables (frame

rate, resolution, and grayscale) were kept at a constant level while one third
was varied.

As a performance baseline the best possible image conditions were used. All

results were then compared with respect to this case. The best possible case had o
the conditions:

28 frames/see frame rate

128 x 128 plxels resolution

bits grayscale

During the experiment, each subject was allowed to practice freely on each

new image condition until "ready." Then twelve readings (i.e. time to accomplish

tasks) on each were taken and the last six readings used as data. The TON
task hub and 1-2-3 task paper were perlodically reoriented to prevent the task

from becoming rote.

¢
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RESULTS

Best Case

I

The average data for the best case was, surprisingly:

TASK SUBJECT #1 TIME SUBJECT #2 TIME

Take-off-Nut (TON) 28 3econds 28 seconds

Squares (1-2-3) 28 seconds 28 seconds

Relative performance measures P were defined as follows:
f

where T = TON time and T ffi 1-2-3 time
n a

best case data = 28 seconds for both tasks

{all values averaged over six measurements}

28
P =--x 100 for performance on TON taskn T

n

28
P _--x 100 for performance on 123 task

a T a
Y

P +P

p = n a for overall performance. :2

Variable Framerate Results

The grayscale and resolution were kepu constant and the framerate was

varied. Figure 6 provides the results. This experiment was performed with

two sets of grayscale/resolution settings: i) 128 x 128 plxels, 4 bits gray

2) 64 x 4 pixels, 2 bits gray.

From these results it was clear that framerateu gelow 5.6 frames/second

considerably degraded performance and increased variability. At low framerates

subjects had to use a "move-and-wait" strategy• Even though the move-and-wait .

strategy was time consuming, it worked!

Variable Resolution Results

The resolution was varied while maintalt_ing a constant framerate and grayscale.

Figure 7 provides performance curves for the variable resolution case•

It was found that the subjects successfully accomplished L,_..enut removal (TON)

task at resolutions as low as 32 x 32 pixels. It was noticed that the 64 x 128

plxel case resulted in considerably better performances than did 64 x 64. This

showed that total number of pix_Is was more important than symmetry.*

*Symmetry was not entirely unimportant since 64 x 64 was definitely preferable

to 128 x'32t
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At lower resolutions, adequate operator training was important. A well

trained operator could perform the task (after the manipulator is positioned)
with little visual feedback.

Variable Gray_cale Results

Keeping the framerates and resolution constant, the grayscale was varied.

Results are shown in Figure 8. Notice that with maximum resolution (128 x 128

pixels) and maximum frame rate (28 f/see), grayscale can be reduced to the two

bit level without affecting performance. This is not true at a lower frame

rate (14 f/s) where lowering grayscale does degrade performance.

DISCUSSION AND FURTHER ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

From the data gathered for these two specific tasks, it is apparent that the

three parameters F, R and C could each be degrade_ keeping the other two constant,

without much effect on performance, up to a certain point where performance then

degraded rapidly. Under the specified conditions: F _ 28 f/s, R = 128 x 128,

G = 4 bits, reducing the frame rate by a factor of 4 (2 bits) affected performance

by only 20%. Similarly, reducing the gravscale alone by a factor of 2 bits re-

duced performance by 25%. In the case of the resolution, however, two bit reduc-

tion degraded performance of the TON task by 70%, while making the 123 task _mpos-

sible to accomplish. It is especially useful to consider these facts in terms

of the number of bits per second to be transmitted:

FRAME RATE RESOLUTION GRAYSCALE PERFORMANCE # OF BITS/SEC

28 f/s 128x128 4 100% 1,835,000

7 f/s 128x128 4 80% 458,750

28 f/s 128x128 i 75% 458,750

28 f/s 32x32 4 33% 458,750 !

It is clear from these data that the number of bits per second could be kept
the same and yet produce different performance for different combinations of

F, R&G. .,

Correlation of Performance and Display Bit Rate

For the purpose of studying further the various trade-offs, "isoperformance

curves" were constructed for combinations of F, R & G along which the performance
was (almost) the same. Isotransmission curves (of constant information transmission

fate) were superposed. These curves are shown in Figures 9, i0, and ii respectively
for RG with constant F, GF with con.,tant R and RF with constant G.

The comparison shows, remarkably, that telemaulpulation performance correlates

• very closely with bits per second of the display!
• Data combined for two subjects
•* TON Per'formance, P not defined
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• Noise Problems at Low Framerates

It was noticed that at low framerates there was more noise in the picture,

As a result of this, the operator's task was additionally complicated with a !

slower picture. From examination of the FRAG system, it was clear that the

noise problems were not because of the charge-injectlon camera. It was therefore

unclear whether:

(1) the noise was actually present in the slow images, or only

(ii) there appeared to be more noise in the slow pictures

The eye is often thought of as a low pass filter. This is in fact the

reason why pictures (television, movies...) are shown not faster than 30 frames/
second.

The fastest samplln% rate of the FRAG was 28 f/s. Each of these fra,.es was

made up of signal and noise. In each consecutive frame the signal was the same*

but the noise changed. At the high=r frequencies the visual nervous system

averaged the noise. At lower frame rates, however, each frame was displayed

several times; here the frequency of the noise was now much lower. For example,

at 28 f/s the noise had a frequency of 28 hz. At i f/s, the frequency was i Hz.

Owing to the low-pass nature of the eye, the signal to noise ratio increased with
frame rate,

Mathematical Hodel

Assume that the human eye averages over a period of T seconds.

Let n = number of frames/T seconds

F = nth frame in a particular T period
n

S = signal in nth frame, all l's white
n

W = noise in nth frame, all O's black
n

+ Wn(On2) , where N 2 _ variance of noise. For the T seconds period
F S the
n n 2 n

variance will be o /n since there were assumed to be n frames/_ seconds. Signal ._
n

variance of signalto Noise Ratio (SNR) =
variance of noise

2
O
n

as-- decreases, SNR increases
n

2
o

and _ decreases as n increases
n

Thus, for.a higher n (i.e. for a higher frame rate) there will ba a higher SNR

* For a stationary picture.
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so that there appears to be less noise in the p_cture. In other words, at slow

frame rates, the perceptual system "forgets" the information between frames. At -:

high frame rates the signal is constant but the noise changes from frame to frame.

When successive frames are averaged (integrated) the slg_al will appear to show
more distinctively.

CONCLUSIONS

A first conclusion is that trained human operators could (much to tbelr own

disbelief) perform fairly compllca_ed remote manipulation tasks with a coarse,

intermittent digitized picture requiring as little as 50,000 bits/second.
¢

Further, for a picture at 128x128 resolution, 28 f/s frame rate and 4 bits

of grayscale, each of these three parameters could be decreased considerably

individually, without preventing the operator from accomplishing the task.

In the range of operation (up to R = 128x128, F = 28 f/x, G = 4 bits) frame

rate and grayscale could be degraded by greater factors than resolution before "

maki g task accomplishment impossible.

For the given tasks and manipulator, "threshold points" existed for all

three parameters:

For FTkME RATE: 3 f/s when resolution = 128x128, grayscale = 4 bits

For RESOLUTION: 64x64 when frame rate _ 28 f/s, grayscale = 4 bits

For GRAYSCALE: I bit

Any further degradation of a parameter beyond these points (while holding the

other two constant) resulted in degradation in performance such that the task
could not be completed.

It was also observed that lowering the sampling rate created more problems

chsn making the display slower. There appeared to be more noise in images at
low frame rates. This was believed to be because of the low pass nature of the

visual nervous system.

A final general observation is that as F, Rand G were varied, performance

tended to correlate very well with bits per second in the picture.
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Figure 5 Learning curves for two subjects on TON task
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